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Collective action expresses group-based identities, formed by supporters seeking to further particular social causes. While the development of groups linked to action necessitates interaction amongst supporters, little research has examined how these groups form. Utilizing responses of supporters who participated in one of 29 action-planning sessions, this research presents an initial attempt to identify the ingredients important to this process. It shows that to the extent that the actions agreed on in the course of group interactions was seen as capable of making a difference (action efficacy), and worthy of public expression (action voice), supporters’ group-based identification was enhanced. This in turn increased their willingness to engage in collective action. Practical implications and avenues for future research to understand the mobilization process are discussed.
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Mobilizing Cause Supporters through Group-Based Interaction

People coming together to fight for a cause they believe in has been a catalyst for a range of important achievements. On a large scale, these include women gaining the right to vote and African Americans securing civil rights, and on a smaller scale, preventing the logging of an old-growth forest or overdevelopment in a coastal area. However, even when there is strong support for a cause, collective action is not inevitable, and people are often unable to band together effectively to voice their concern collectively (McCarthy & Zald, 1977). In this paper, we argue that mobilizing cause supporters requires their development of opinion-based groups – social identities based on support for action to promote valued social causes (for reviews, see McGarty, Bliuc, Thomas, & Bongiorno, 2009; Thomas, McGarty, & Mavor, 2009a). As interaction is critical to the formation of this type of group, this research investigates the elements of interaction that are likely to be helpful to achieving this end. This focus is important because despite social identity’s central role in motivating collective action, very little research has explored how the groups that are involved in it are formed (van Zomeren, Leach, & Spears, 2012; van Zomeren, Postmes, & Spears, 2008, p. 523). To investigate this process, this research was designed as part of a real-world effort to drive local action on global warming and involved bringing participant supporters together to plan action. Using advanced statistical techniques, outcomes from supporters’ interactions were modeled, and help to shed light on the processes underlying the formation of opinion-based groups.

Social Identity’s Central Role in Collective Action
The role of social identity in coordinated social action has been underlined by research in the social identity tradition (Tajfel, 1981; Tajfel & Turner, 1986; Turner, 1999). This demonstrates that social identities are powerful guides to action because social behavior is, to a large extent, driven by the beliefs and norms of the groups to which people belong (Buchan et al., 2011; Drury & Reicher, 2005; Reicher, Cassidy, Wolpert, Hopkins, & Levine, 2006; Simon et al., 1997; for a meta-analysis, see van Zomeren et al., 2008). In seeking change related to valued social causes, the development of social identities that are consistent with this goal can have socially transformative effects: uniting otherwise isolated supporters of a cause and motivating and informing their action in support of that cause. It is this group-based definition of collective action that provides the focus for the current research.

On a social psychological level this form of action can be distinguished from instances where individuals, based on their unique experiences, histories, and/or knowledge of particular social causes, act in line with their advancement (e.g., where, over a prolonged period of time, a supporter of action to prevent global warming writes letters urging Members of Parliament to act). While the impact of individual actions can be important, to the extent that they remain an expression of personal rather than social identities, their reach, and therefore their capacity to provoke the social changes desired, is likely to be limited (Haslam, Reicher, & Platow, 2011; Reicher, 1996; Reicher et al., 2006; Tajfel & Turner, 1986).

**Social Identities Based on Disadvantaged-Group Membership**
Traditionally, the group memberships that have been examined in the context of collective action are those that can provide the basis for a shared experience of injustice, such as being a woman, a member of an ethnic minority, or a homosexual (Tajfel & Turner, 1986; for a review, see van Zomeren et al., 2012; for a meta-analysis, see van Zomeren et al., 2008). However group-based disadvantage is only one basis for collective action, and even in cases where it is, disadvantaged-group members often disagree about the necessity of change or the forms of action that should be pursued to help bring it about (as evidenced in the history of the women's movement in the United States, Buechler, 1990). Accordingly, identification as a member of a disadvantaged group (e.g., as a woman, or a homosexual) has been shown to be a relatively weak predictor of (related) collective action (for a meta-analysis, see van Zomeren et al., 2008). Moreover, supporters of such causes are not necessarily restricted to members of the disadvantaged group (Iyer, Schmader, & Lickel, 2007; Mallett, Huntsinger, Sinclair, & Swim, 2008; Wiley, Srinivasan, Finke, Firnhaber, & Shilinsky, 2013; for reviews, see Haslam & Reicher, 2012; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Subašić, Reynolds, & Turner, 2008; Thomas, et al., 2009a), highlighting problems with this traditional definition of collective action participation in the literature (see Becker, 2012, for an extended definition).

**Politcized Identities**

Identification with a social-movement organizations (e.g., the feminist movement, gay activist movement, Simon & Klandermans, 2001), has been shown to provide a much stronger basis for collective action than identification as a disadvantaged group member (Kelly & Breinlinger, 1995; Simon et al., 1997; for a meta-analysis, see van Zomeren et
al., 2008). However, this type of social identity can only provide a basis for collective action where a social-movement organization already exists. Moreover, while politicized identities may be highly predictive of collective action, they may not be necessary, considering that people can and do engage in collective action without specifically identifying themselves as activists, or as members of (particular) social-movement organizations (Buechler, 1993).

**Opinion-Based Group Identities**

As a result of such observations, researchers have argued for the importance of opinion-based groups as a basis for collective action (Bliuc, McGarty, Reynolds, & Muntele, 2007; McGarty et al., 2009). Defined as groups that form around a shared set of opinions or beliefs relating to taking action to change (or preserve) elements of a society, they may form to further any type of social cause, from improving the position of women in society, to obstructing the building of a new road, to preventing a convicted pedophile from moving into a particular neighborhood after they are released from prison. While over time, opinion-based groups may develop into social-movement organizations (as with the women’s movement), they need not do so to provide a strong basis for collective action (helping to explain small-scale community actions). Nevertheless, the existence of such groups, and the collective action they represent, cannot be taken for granted and for this reason it is instructive to investigate how their development is facilitated by supporters’ interactions. It is this goal that provides the focus for the current research.

**The Formation of Opinion-Based Groups**
Consistent with sociological accounts of *action mobilization* (e.g., Klandermans, 1997; Klandermans & Oegema, 1987; McCarthy & Zald, 1977), our focus here is on the process of translating the potential created by *existing* sympathy for a cause into a willingness to take action to further that cause. This sympathy can result from exposure to awareness-raising campaigns (e.g., that draw attention to the threat posed by global warming), or direct knowledge of, or involvement in, negative experiences or events (e.g., natural disasters, the global financial crisis). Regardless of how support for a social cause develops, categorization of oneself and others as cause supporters provides a necessary precursor to the emergence of opinion-based groups. Informed by theorizing in the self-categorization tradition (Abrams, Wetherell, Cochrane, Hogg, & Turner, 1990; Postmes, Haslam, & Swaab, 2005; Spears, Lea, & Lee, 1990; Turner, Hogg, Oakes, Reicher, & Wetherell, 1987), this is because recognition of shared support for a cause can provide a basis for a collection of individuals to work together to develop a sense of ‘us’, that is, to create a *collective* understanding of what it is to be a supporter of that cause.

**Interaction**

Where there are members of a population who are sympathetic to a particular cause, *interaction* between them thereby provides the key mechanism through which recognition of common cause can be transformed into a basis for a group (Haslam, Eggins, & Reynolds, 2003; Lyons & Kashima, 2003; Peters & Kashima, 2007; Postmes, Haslam, et al., 2005; Postmes, Spears, Lee, & Novak, 2005; Smith & Postmes, 2011). For collective action to emerge, it follows that interaction between supporters should be focused on the type action that should be taken to help further that cause. In this way,
recognition of shared support for a cause occurs in a context where norms of behavior consistent with taking action can be developed (Reicher & Haslam, 2006; for a review, see Reicher, Haslam, & Hopkins, 2005). Research has already demonstrated that (action-oriented) interaction amongst cause supporters increases opinion-based group identification and collective-action intentions (when compared to a no-interaction control, Thomas & McGarty, 2009). What is yet to be established is the specific elements of those interactions that are helpful to forming this type of group.

Based on relevant theorizing and research within the norm-formation and collective-action literatures, and as shown in Figure 1, three interaction ingredients are predicted to be important to forming opinion-based groups linked to collective action: first, that supporters agree over the action that should be taken (action consensus); second, that they develop a belief that their actions are likely to be effective (action efficacy); and third, that they believe that their ideas are worthy of public expression (action voice). As these are central to our group-formation predictions, it is instructive to consider each in turn.

**Action consensus.** The process through which supporters strive to reach an agreement over the form of action to pursue is one of action consensus. Previous theory (Haslam et al., 1998; Postmes, Haslam, et al., 2005; Reicher et al., 2005; Turner et al., 1987) and research (Haslam et al., 1998; Reicher & Haslam, 2006; Smith & Postmes, 2011) has confirmed that forming a consensus is important to informing and motivating group action. Thus, where supporters’ interactions lead them to reach an agreement over how to further their cause (e.g., by circulating a petition, or organizing a strike or a rally),
their sense of cohesion as a group is predicted to increase, along with their motivation to engage in pro-cause action. On the other hand, where supporters have diverging views about the best way forward and these cannot be resolved, their sense of connection to other supporters and action-relevant norms of behavior may be undermined.

**Action efficacy.** The development of a belief amongst supporters that the actions they agree to will produce the social changes desired is referred to as action efficacy. As action efficacy concerns beliefs about the efficacy of the strategies a group develops, it closely relates to collective efficacy, defined more generally as a belief that together, supporters of a cause will be able to achieve their goals (Bandura, 1997). Meta-analytic and correlational evidence shows that collective efficacy is positively related to group identification (including opinion-based group identification) and an important predictor of collective action in a range of different circumstances (Hornsey et al., 2006; Stewart, Latu, Branscombe, & Denney, 2010; Stürmer & Simon, 2004; Thomas, Mavor, & McGarty, 2012; van Zomeren, Leach, & Spears, 2010; van Zomeren, Spears, Fischer, & Leach, 2004; for a meta-analysis, see van Zomeren, et al., 2008). Clarifying their causal relationship in the specific case of collective action to overcome group-based disadvantage, recent experimental evidence shows that collective efficacy can help to motivate action by increasing identification as a member of a disadvantaged group (van Zomeren, Leach, et al., 2010). Applying these insights to the role of action efficacy here, it is expected that where supporters’ interactions lead them to develop strategies seen as capable of producing the social changes desired, their formation of opinion-based groups will be facilitated. Alternatively, where supporters communicate a sense that the problem
at hand is intractable and there is little their actions will do to change the status quo, identification with other supporters and commitment to take action will be weaker.³

**Action voice.** The process whereby supporters come to believe that the ideas and strategies they agree to are worthy of public expression is one of action voice. Previous research has shown that collective action can be motivated by supporters’ desire to communicate valued social identities, and that this is separate from beliefs that taking action will produce the social changes desired (Drury, Cocking, Beale, Hanson, & Rapley, 2005; Drury & Reicher, 2005, 2009). In this way, group formation may be facilitated through its ability to empower supporters to express important beliefs and ideals – ideals they may not feel capable of expressing alone. Thus, where supporters establish a positive value for their ideas and strategies, such that they are seen to be worthy of public expression, their identification as opinion-based group members and intentions to take action should be facilitated. On the other hand, where supporters communicate a sense that their ideas are not worthy of being publicly expressed, their opinion-based group identification and action intentions are likely to be compromised.

**Opinion-based group identification**

Through the process of being involved with others in deciding upon the actions that should be pursued and having the opportunity to form bonds with like-minded others, this new opinion-based group identity can be more easily integrated into supporters’ own self-concept, thereby allowing it to become a genuine guide for their future action (cf. Haslam et al., 2003; McGarty et al., 2009; Postmes, Spears, et al., 2005; Reicher & Haslam, 2006; Smith & Postmes, 2011). Based on the emergence of this,
participating in coordinated action becomes possible, as supporters have developed both the (collective) knowledge of the type of action that should be taken, as well as the sense of togetherness that helps them feel empowered to act.

**Collective-Action Intentions**

Having helped to define the content of the opinion-based group, supporters’ motivation to live out the meaning of this new group-based identity will be enhanced. When a relevant opportunity or cue to take action is presented, supporters will be more compelled to act on that cue. That is, they will feel more committed to participate in collective action to help further that cause, as taking action is now a relevant part of their social identity as a supporter.

**Overview of Studies and Hypothesis**

The present research incorporates three studies conducted at the same university, and designed as part of a real-world effort to drive local action to address the threat posed by global warming (IPCC, 2007). For each study, participant supporters were asked to plan action with other supporters that could be used to help further that cause, with strategies to be passed on to relevant officials in the event that supporters agreed. There were two main difference between the studies: (i) whether participants were given information about the issue of global warming, including its causes and how they can be addressed; and (ii) the specificity of directions provided, including about the goals supporters were to focus on, and the type and number of strategies they were to develop. These differences were most clear between Study 1 (no information about global warming/less specific directions) and later studies (information about global warming/more specific directions).
warming/more specific directions). Analyses found no effect of this condition difference (see Appendix for means, standard deviations and correlations between measures for each study) so the three studies were combined and group formation predictions tested using a multilevel structural equation model, with participants nested within groups. It was hypothesized that the group-based processes of action consensus, action efficacy, and action voice would each increase supporters’ intentions to engage in collective action, by facilitating their formation of opinion-based group identities.

**Method**

**Participants**

One hundred and fourteen participants took part in 29 groups with between 3 and 5 participants in each group. There were 40 participants in Study 1 (9 groups, 50% women: $M_{age} = 22$ years), 40 participants in Study 2 (10 groups, 60% women, $M_{age} = 25$ years), and 34 participants in Study 3 (10 groups, 79% women, $M_{age} = 21$ years). The majority of participants were born in Australia (Study 1, 70%; Study 2, 58%; Study 3, 53%), and had an English-speaking background (Study 1, 83%; Study 2, 85%; Study 3, 82%).

**Materials and Procedure**

Flyers were handed out to prospective participants on a university campus, recruiting people on the basis of their concern about global warming and their willingness to develop locally implementable strategies to reduce its impact. Participants who presented at the specified location on campus were welcomed by the research facilitator
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The same person in all studies, and taken into a room with other supporters and seated around a table with a digital recorder placed in the middle.

Pre-action planning questionnaire. After completing a consent form, participants’ self-categorization as supporters of the cause was checked (1 item: “Please indicate your stance on global warming by ticking the appropriate box: I do support greater efforts to stop global warming/I do not support greater efforts to stop global warming”). Demographic items (i.e., Australian born, English as first language) were also measured. As some participants in Study 1 commented that they would have liked more information about the causes of global warming to inform their discussions (e.g., “…Found [discussion] stagnated at points due to lack of knowledge…”), for Study 2 and 3, the pre-action planning questionnaire also provided participants with a short description of the specific causes of global warming and potential future consequences associated with failures to reduce carbon emissions. Participants in Studies 2 and 3 were also provided with some additional motivating information entitled “Think global, act local”. This emphasized that changing local practices could have a positive flow-on effect around the country.

Action-planning materials. After they had completed the pre-planning questionnaire, the facilitator gave participants a sheet of lined paper, including the instructions for their group discussions and space to write down their ideas, before leaving them for up to 30 minutes to complete the action-planning task. In Study 1, participants were asked to write down their groups’ recommendations for strategies that could be implemented on the university campus and more generally in their local region,
to help stop global warming. As some participants in Study 1 commented that their discussions had become too focused on large-scale issues (“I think we got a little side tracked and did not focus enough on the smaller scale eg Perth/campus”), in Study 2 the research leader’s instructions were more specific, asking participants to: (i) focus on how to make their own university the country’s first carbon neutral university; and (ii) to write down three concrete ways to promote this idea, and three concrete things that could be done to help kick-start this process. In Study 3, the research leader’s instructions were identical to those of Study 2, with the exception that half the groups were asked to focus on strategies to help reduce carbon emissions in their local region. Participants in Study 2 and 3 were also provided with a sheet of paper, including 10 examples of ways that individuals and institutions can help to reduce carbon emissions.

To ensure participants understood that they were participating in a real action-planning session, not merely psychology research, the facilitator informed them that they could have their ideas summarized and presented to relevant officials. All agreed to this when asked at the end of the group interaction.

**Post-interaction questionnaire.** After interaction, participants were asked to complete a series of measures using 9-point Likert-type scales, with appropriately labeled end-points (e.g., 1 = *strongly disagree*, 9 = *strongly agree*). At the beginning of the questionnaire, self-categorization as a supporter of greater efforts to stop global warming was again checked.
**Measures.** Participants were asked to complete the following measures related to their experience of planning action with other supporters, along with their social identification as opinion-based group members and collective-action intentions.⁵

**Action consensus.** Five items (three reverse-scored) measured perceptions of consensus within the group (Study 1, \( \alpha = .73 \); Study 2, \( \alpha = .66 \); Study 3; \( \alpha = .72 \): “Was your group able to build a consensus around this issue?”, “How much did the other members of your group agree with you?”, “I do not agree with the ideas put forward by my group on global warming”, “There were issues raised during the discussion which my group was unable to agree on”, “My group was unable to reach a consensus”).

**Action efficacy.** Measures of group efficacy were adapted from van Zomeren et al. (2004), with three items used in Study 1 (\( \alpha = .76 \)), and to increase measurement accuracy, the addition of a fourth item in Study 2 (\( \alpha = .75 \)) and Study 3 (\( \alpha = .89 \)) relating to group’s strategies (e.g., “I think the strategies our group came up with can make an important contribution to efforts to reduce emissions at a local level”, “I am confident the strategies our group came up with will make an important contribution to efforts to reduce emissions at a local level”, “I feel that together supporters of greater efforts to stop global warming can achieve significant reductions in emissions at a local level”, “Supporting greater efforts to stop global warming will make a difference to emissions at a local level”).

**Action voice.** Four items measured perceptions that the ideas generated by the group were valued and considered worthy of public expression (Study 1, \( \alpha = .88 \); Study 2, \( \alpha = .70 \); Study 3, \( \alpha = .78 \): “I would like other people to be aware of the issues
discussed by our group”, “The views expressed by my group should be seriously considered by other people”, “The views expressed by my group should be endorsed by other people”, “The views expressed by my group reflect what other people, who have thought about this issue, would say”).

**Opinion-based group identification.** Twelve items adapted from Cameron (2004, six reverse-scored) were used to measure identification as an opinion-based group member in Study 1 (α = .89) and Study 2 (α = .88; e.g., “I feel strong ties with other supporters of greater efforts to stop global warming”). In Study 3, 10 items adapted from Leach et al.'s (2008) more recent measures of in-group identification, incorporating items from Cameron (2004), Doosje, Branscombe, Spears, and Manstead (1998), Luhtanen and Crocker (1992) and Ellemers, Kortekaas, and Ouwerkerk (1999) were adapted (α = .88; e.g., “I feel solidarity with other people who support greater efforts to stop global warming”).

**Collective-action intentions.** Five items adapted from van Zomeren et al. (2004) measured collective-action intentions (Study 1, α = .86; Study 2, α = .91; Study 3, α = .86: “I feel committed to engage in future group activities to promote greater efforts to stop global warming”, “I would like to participate in a group action, such as a march or rally, in support of efforts to stop global warming”, “I would like to sign a petition in support of efforts to stop global warming”, “I would like to be involved in some way in a community-based group that aims to promote greater efforts to stop global warming”, “I would like to be involved in a group that speaks out about this issue to other people”)

Additional demographic items (participant gender and age) were included at the end of the questionnaire. The questionnaire took an average of 10-15 minutes to complete. Upon completion, participants were thanked, debriefed, and offered a small reimbursement (AUD$10) for their time.

Results

Preliminary Analyses

Across studies, all participants indicated that they were supporters of greater efforts to stop global warming, both before and after the action-planning session. The audio-recordings of each of the group interactions were checked, revealing that all participants contributed to the discussion, and that each of the strategies/recommendations put forward were discussed by the group. Table 1 presents means, standard deviations and raw correlations between variables. There were correlations between all variables and in each case mean scores were well above the scale midpoint.

Main Analyses

A multilevel structural equation model created in Mplus 6.1 with grand mean centering was used to estimate regression parameters and indices of model fit, adjusting for the nested design of the research. To obtain scores for direct paths, action consensus, action voice, action efficacy, and social identification were modeled as direct predictors of collective-action intentions. Unstandardized path coefficients for action consensus, action voice and action efficacy are presented in Figure 2. These show that the paths from action consensus and action efficacy to collective-action intentions were significant ($p = .036$ and $p = .025$ respectively), while the path from action voice to collective-action
intentions was not significant \( (p = .108) \). The path from social identification to collective action was significant \( (\beta = .69, p < .001) \).

Group-formation predictions were tested by entering social identification as a mediating variable from action consensus, action voice, and action efficacy to collective-action intentions. This model provided a good fit to the data, with CFI (.95) and SRMR (.05) both within an acceptable range. While RMSEA was somewhat high (.16), this statistic tends to be inflated with small sample sizes (Hu & Bentler, 1999) and was therefore not considered a reliable measure of model fit. Unstandardized path coefficients are presented in Figure 2. These show that the paths from action voice and action efficacy to social identification were significant at \( p < .001 \), as was the path from social identification to collective-action intentions. The path from action consensus to social identification was not significant \( (p = .779) \).

To test whether action consensus, action voice and action efficacy interacted in fostering social identity, additional analyses were performed — in particular, to include tests of interaction effects between the three predictors. No interactions were significant, indicating that the effects of predictors on social identification were additive rather than multiplicative.\(^6\)

Overall, the results support group-formation predictions but suggest a modified model. They show that action voice, action efficacy, but not action consensus had positive indirect effects on intentions to engage in collective action by facilitating opinion-based group formation. There was also a positive (weaker) direct effect of action efficacy on collective-action intentions. Action consensus had only a positive direct
effect on collective-action intentions. Aside from this finding, overall the results show that the strongest pathways for increasing supporters’ intentions to engage in collective action were captured by the proposed group-formation model.

**Discussion**

The present findings advance an understanding of how interaction amongst cause supporters can foster their development of social identities linked to collective action. In this research, supporters of the global warming cause were brought together in groups and invited to reach an agreement over strategies that could be used to help further that cause. The studies were designed to test the hypothesis that the formation of opinion-based groups and resulting collective-action intentions is facilitated by supporters' development of action consensus, action efficacy and action voice. Consistent with these hypotheses, to the extent that the group interactions led supporters to generate ideas that were seen as (i) capable of making a real difference (action efficacy) and (ii) worthy of public expression (action voice), identification as an opinion-based group was greater. This in turn provided the strongest pathway to increasing supporters’ intentions to take collective action.

Action efficacy was also shown to have a positive (albeit weaker) direct effect on supporters’ collective-action intentions. This finding suggests that intentions to act in ways that advance a valued social cause are not necessarily motivated through the formation of related group-based identities. Indeed for some, believing that collective action can make a difference will be a sufficient motivator of participation (see Stürmer & Simon, 2004, whose dual-pathway model proposes separate cost-benefit and collective
identification pathways to collective action; Stürmer, Simon, Loewy, & Jörger, 2003). Without ruling out this possible pathway, it is clear from the overall findings that supporters’ perceptions of the likely effectiveness of their group’s actions (action efficacy), had the greatest impact on their intentions to take action through increasing their identification as opinion-based group members.

Unlike action efficacy, the pathway from action voice to collective-action intentions was fully mediated by opinion-based group identification. This provides compelling evidence that the development of ideas and strategies seen as worthy of public expression facilitates supporters’ formation of opinion-based groups linked to action. In other words, that forming a group provides a vehicle through which supporters can be empowered to express ideas and beliefs they may not feel capable of expressing alone (cf. Drury & Reicher, 2009). Findings showing that action efficacy and action voice did not interact in predicting identification also shows that both can be utilized as means of forming groups linked to action. This finding for action voice may be especially important for understanding why collective action occurs, even in contexts where the perceived prospect of change (i.e., action efficacy) is low.

In contrast to these findings for action voice, the extent to which supporters agreed over actions to help further the cause (action consensus) was not sufficient to enhance their identification as opinion-based group members. Nevertheless, mean levels for consensus were high, and it is possible that supporters did not have particular difficulty in reaching an agreement over actions that could be used to help further the cause. This may in turn have undermined the perceived value of action consensus as a
basis for building identification. In other contexts, where different groups of supporters hold strongly diverging views about how to further the cause, or where consensus is difficult to achieve, its attainment may well be critical to building a sense of identification. Nevertheless, there was a (relatively weak) path from action consensus to collective action. We propose that in this context, the extent of action consensus functioned as a reminder that decisive action over the cause was needed, and this had some effect on intentions to take part in additional (group-based) activities to help further that cause.

**Implications**

Previous theory and findings have emphasized social identity’s central role in promoting collective action, but have not examined the role of supporters interactions in forming this type of group. A strength of the paradigm employed in the present research was that it drew together real supporters who engaged in real action-oriented interaction, and coupled this with the use of advanced statistical techniques that allow structural equation models to be applied to non-independent (i.e., group-interaction) data. To our knowledge, no other research has modelled the outcome of supporters’ action-oriented interactions to understand the role this can play in their formation of opinion-based groups linked to collective action. These research findings thus provide an important complement and extension to existing research findings in the collective action literature based on experimental, cross-sectional, and observational methods.

While face-to-face interactions amongst relatively small groups of supporters were utilized here, there are likely to be a range of different ways that supporters can be
encouraged to interact to achieve similarly positive outcomes. New information and communication technologies have made it possible for action to be coordinated online, and other research has highlighted the potential and actual contributions of these technologies to modern-day instances of collective action (e.g., Ayres, 1999; Fisher, Stanley, Berman, & Neff, 2005; Garrett, 2006; Myers, 1994; Postmes & Brunsting, 2002). Indeed, it seems clear that technology-mediated communication can provide a powerful tool in helping to overcome the social isolation that can otherwise prevent supporters from recognizing that they share a common cause and (collectively) deciding upon the form of action that should be taken (Haslam & Reicher, 2012). Such forms of communication may be particularly relevant in countries where gatherings between supporters of dissident social causes are restricted, but are also likely to be important in modern western democracies, where social isolation is projected to increase further into the future (Kashima et al., 2009). 

While it may be critical in the initial stages of mobilization for small groups of supporters to engage in planning action, we do not propose that all those who ultimately take part in collective action need to be directly involved in deciding upon the form of action that should be pursued. Existing sympathizers may decide to join in once a core group of supporters have already started (or decided) to take action (Hornsey et al., 2006; Zuo & Benford, 1995). Indeed, observing fellow supporters taking action may help other supporters establish a belief in the appropriateness of publicly expressing those views (action voice) and the likelihood that action will create the social changes desired (action efficacy). Thus, the same group-based processes that contributed to group formation for
supporters involved in the initial planning stages, may also help explain how supporters
not directly involved in planning action come to identify themselves as opinion-based
group members, and thereby, become motivated to act. For the core group of supporters,
finding actions that resonate with the greatest number of existing sympathizers is
therefore likely to be important for galvanizing wider support (Benford & Snow, 2000;

**Limitations and Future Directions**

This research was focused on understanding how action-oriented interaction
between cause supporters facilitates their formation of opinion-based groups linked to
action. What is arguably just as important to understand is how supporters come to plan
action in the first place, and the role of organizers or cause leaders is likely to be critical
to this process (Boekkooi, Klandermans, & van Stekelenburg, 2011; Haslam & Reicher,
2007; Reicher et al., 2005). Surprisingly, there is very little research into the pivotal role
played by leaders in mobilizations efforts (van Zomeren et al., 2012) and a number of
factors are likely to assist their engagement efforts. For instance, in the current research,
the facilitator’s success recruiting supporters to plan action is likely to have been
enhanced by: (i) their status as a member of the same university community from which
they were recruiting; (ii) their control over space within that institution (which allowed
them to organize meeting space); and (iii) their possession of funds to produce related
materials (including recruitment flyers and interaction materials). Future research could
examine the (relative) importance of these social and economic resources for recruiting
supporters, which are similar to those typically utilized by leaders recruiting from within
universities, churches, and other types of community organizations, which have historically provided a strong base from which to mobilize supporters (Fisher et al., 2005; Jenkins, 1983; Klandermans & Oegema, 1987; McCarthy & Zald, 1977, 2001; Oberschall, 1973; Zuo & Benford, 1995).

The present studies were designed to examine how interaction amongst cause supporters contributes to the development of new opinion-based groups linked to action. Because these groups did not exist prior to those interactions, it made sense to examine group identification, not as a predictor, but as a mediator of the effects of interaction (i.e., action consensus, action efficacy, action voice) on collective-action intentions. Where future research examines follow-up interactions, or uses members of an established opinion-based group, it is possible that group identification will in turn facilitate the emergence of the same components of interaction. That is, over time, these interaction components and group identification are likely to become mutually reinforcing. For those in an established opinion-based group, for instance, identification may thereby facilitate the development of ideas seen as worthy of public expression (action voice), in addition to action voice being a component of interaction that contributes to the formation of these opinion-based groups.

Related to this, it would be useful for future research to employ a longitudinal design, considering that in the world at large, repeated contact is likely to be necessary to build sufficient momentum to action. This type of approach would allow an exploration of the situational factors that are likely to be important to further strengthening (or undermining) supporters’ opinion-based group identification and commitment to act.
Such factors could include the attainment of short-term goals, such as organizing a petition or involvement in initial protest actions (Cocking & Drury, 2004; Drury & Reicher, 2000, 2005; for a review see van Zomeren et al., 2012), and reactions of external parties, including those who are sympathetic and antagonist to the aims of the cause (Drury & Reicher, 2000, 2009; Gamson, Fireman, & Rytina, 1982; Simon & Klandermans, 2001).

Here, we were interested in exploring how supporters’ interactions can facilitate action mobilization – the process through which existing sympathy for a cause is translated into a willingness to take action to further that cause. However, it is clear that for many causes, another vital step in the emergence of collective action involves establishing cause sympathizers (i.e., the process of consensus mobilization, see Klandermans, 1997; Buechler, 1993; van Zomeren et al., 2012). In this prior phase, developing action-related emotions about specific social causes, including fear, anger or hope, is likely to play an important role in motivating involvement in the subsequent action-mobilization phase (cf. van Zomeren et al., 2012). By using the global warming cause, the present research capitalized on the prominence this issue had recently gained through (amongst other things) Al Gore’s documentary An Inconvenient Truth, and Australia’s worst drought in 100 years, which was being linked by the (soon to be elected) Federal Opposition Leader with an urgent need to act (Gascoigne, 2008). The fear over the threat posed by global warming that this social and political context had helped generate (Reser & Swim, 2011) no doubt contributed to participants’ willingness to be recruited for the purpose of planning local action (see van Zomeren, Spears, &
Leach, 2010 for findings linking fear over climate change with a willingness to participate in collective action). Exploring how support for a cause, including action-related emotions, develop (Thomas, McGarty, & Mavor, 2009b) therefore remains another vital avenue for research aimed at understanding the emergence of collective action.

Through using the opinion-based-group concept, the approach to collective-action mobilization employed here recognizes that supporters of particular social causes can come from a range of social backgrounds (Becker, Wright, Lubensky, & Zhou, 2013; Feather, Woodyatt, & McKee, 2012; Iyer et al., 2007; Leach, Iyer, & Pedersen, 2006; Mallett et al., 2008; Wiley et al., 2013). Nevertheless, supporters’ memberships in existing social groups are likely to impact on how these groups develop, perhaps especially in cases where collective action seeks to redress group-based disadvantage. While solidarity between those from advantaged and disadvantaged groups (e.g., women, men; aboriginal, non-aboriginal; homosexual, heterosexual) is likely to be important to the ultimate success of such causes (for reviews, see Haslam & Reicher, 2012; McCarthy & Zald, 1977; Subašić, Reynolds, & Turner, 2008), the involvement of advantaged-group members presents its own challenges. This is because their motivations or commitment may be questioned, as well as their capacity or right to speak out over forms of injustice they have not directly experienced. Understanding how these potential conflicts are resolved and an effective alliance between supporters from diverging backgrounds is achieved, therefore presents another vital avenue for future research examining the mobilization process.

**Concluding Comment**
The current research enhances our understanding of a question that has received very little attention within social psychology — how are the social identities and groups that promote collective action formed? Our findings highlight the elements of interaction between cause supporters that are likely to be important, specifically where it leads them to agree over actions perceived as worthy of being publicly voiced and likely to affect the social change desired. While more research into the formation of opinion-based groups is needed, we believe the findings presented here provide valuable insights into what this process involves. Moreover, it is hoped that the research paradigm these findings are based on can be helpful in guiding future research, in times when understanding how to mobilize supporters of significant causes, like global warming, remains vitally important.
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Endnotes

1 This definition of an opinion-based group has parallels with the definition of social movements provided by McCarthy and Zald as: “a set of opinions and beliefs in a population which represents some preferences for changing some elements of the social structure and/or reward distribution of a society” (1977, pp. 1217-1218).

2 Examining the (outcome of) small-group interaction has been avoided in the past because conventional statistical techniques required observations to be independent.
Analysis was performed which included this condition difference in the multilevel structural equation model. There were no effects of condition on opinion-based group identification, collective-action intentions, or the three process measures of action consensus, action efficacy and action voice.

However there was one group in Study 3 that consisted of two people.

Measures of group respect (4 items, e.g., “People listened to my views when I expressed my honest opinion”) and group engagement (4 items, e.g., “The issues raised during the discussion were engaging”) were also examined. Means for these constructs were all well above the scale midpoint. Preliminary analyses revealed that they had no significant effects on opinion-based group identification or collective-action intentions, so they were not included in the final group-formation model.

An alternative model was also tested, whereby the three process variables of action consensus, action voice, and action efficacy were entered as mediating variables from social identification to collective-action intentions. This model did not provide a good fit to the data: CFI (.70), SRMR (.15) and RMSEA (.33).

Nevertheless, there are likely to be important differences in effectively facilitating action-oriented interaction through technology as opposed to face-to-face interactions (Zaccaro, 2003).
Table 1.

*Means, Standard Deviations and Correlations between Measures*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>M</th>
<th>SD</th>
<th>1</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Action consensus</td>
<td>7.67</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td></td>
<td>_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Action voice</td>
<td>7.65</td>
<td>1.24</td>
<td>.61</td>
<td>_</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Action efficacy</td>
<td>7.98</td>
<td>1.14</td>
<td>.32</td>
<td>.35</td>
<td>_</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Social identification</td>
<td>6.45</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>.36</td>
<td>.51</td>
<td>.50</td>
<td>_</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Action intentions</td>
<td>6.85</td>
<td>1.51</td>
<td>.33</td>
<td>.30</td>
<td>.48</td>
<td>.66</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N = 114

Note: These are raw correlations that do not incorporate dependence of observations. All ps < .01
Appendix

**Means, (SDs) and Correlations between Measures for Study 1, Study 2, and Study 3 Respectively**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Study 1</th>
<th>Study 2</th>
<th>Study 3</th>
<th>Study 4</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Action consensus</td>
<td>6.99 (1.30)</td>
<td>7.86 (0.98)</td>
<td>8.23 (0.64)</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Action voice</td>
<td>7.25 (1.45)</td>
<td>8.04 (0.94)</td>
<td>7.67 (1.14)</td>
<td>.66**, .69**, .41*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Action efficacy</td>
<td>7.88 (1.16)</td>
<td>8.36 (0.83)</td>
<td>7.63 (1.32)</td>
<td>.37*, .46**, .43*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Social identification</td>
<td>6.30 (1.36)</td>
<td>6.74 (1.27)</td>
<td>6.23 (1.19)</td>
<td>.46**, .38*, .32†</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Action intentions</td>
<td>6.64 (1.55)</td>
<td>7.06 (1.56)</td>
<td>6.86 (1.40)</td>
<td>.30†, .40*, .34†</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: These are raw correlations that do not incorporate dependence of observations. †p < .10, *p < .05, **p < .01.
Figure captions

*Figure 1.* Proposed Opinion-Based Group Formation Model

*Figure 2.* Supported Opinion-Based Group Formation Model
GROUP INTERACTION AND MOBILIZATION

Note: \( p < .001; \quad \cdash\cdash\cdash\cdash p < .05; \quad \cdash\cdash\cdash\cdash p > .05 \)